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INTRODUCTION
Gejst was founded with a passion for making attractive, sustainable design that will last the test
of time. Gejst means excitement and enthusiasm
in English. From the start, the goal of the company
has been to challenge traditional approaches to
design to make a collection full of bold and playful objects. Each bringing an instant attraction and
passion that’s hard to explain but easy to feel. Each
design is a testament to this approach and this is
our way of bringing gejst into homes all around the
world.
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BÖTTCHER & KAYSER

CARLOS TISCAR

Moritz Böttcher and Nikolaus Kayser say: “Daily life is accompanied
by design. It is an expression of personality and a reflection of
society and cultural history. We see opportunities and room for
improvements, new interpretations and solutions in everyday life
difficulties. Our goal is to create simple, yet original products, that
solve a complex task in a subtle, functional way. It is essential that all
techniques, materials and aesthetics work togehther. We like designs
that disrupt triviality and have a touch of restrained presence in their
existence.”

Carlos Tiscar holds a degree in industrial design from the school of
applies arts in Valencia, major in industrial design. He lives in Italy
where he also graduated from the Scuola Politecnica di Design
di Milano. His professional career started in as a member of the
industrial design group Factoría and later on, as a partner of the
consulting firm Gesto Design Management. In 1993, he founded his
own studio, Tíscar Design, and his field of expertise is home, office
and contract furniture, as well as urban furniture and homeware.

C . F. M Ø L L E R A R C H I T E C T S

GEJST DESIGN TEAM

C.F. Møller Architects is one of Scandinavia’s leading architectural
firms, with 90 years of award-winning work in the Nordic region
and worldwide. Every day we create architectural quality based on
innovation, experience and Nordic values. This assures sustainable
and aesthetic solutions with lasting value for clients, occupants and
society.
Our design solutions are methodically and holistically created
following a rigorous analysis of the local context. We look to set new
global standards by fostering a design approach which uniquely
integrates urban planning, landscape, architecture and design of
specific building components.

Focusing on functional design and high quality materials, Gejst
takes a normal product, looks at the need to be fulfilled, then strips
it down to come up with something thrilling. Multifunctional and
thought through to the smallest detail, you decide the final design
and how it will be used.
Each design is a testament to this approach and it is our way of
bringing gejst into homes all around the world

JOHANSEN & FAURSCHOU

KASPER FRIIS EGELUND

Johansen Faurschou was established in 2012 by Anita Johansen and
Laura Faurschou, both graduates from The Royal Danish Academy
of Fine Arts, Schools of Architecture, Design and Conservation. Their
ambition is to create products with a long-lasting expression through a
precise and eff ortless style focusing on the function.

Kasper Friis Egelund lives in Copenhagen. Despite a young age,
Kasper has already done projects for international and Danish
companies.
Kasper Friis Egelund about design:
”I see design as a main factor in our daily lives, as something which
has a huge impact on our well being. Which is why it in my opinion
is extremely important as a designer to have in mind what a design
does to its environment and user. With this as my background
for my design process, I try to balance a more pragmatic and
investigating approach, combined with a fact based starting point
to develop design which creates higher value. With main inspiration
from architecture, graphic design & art, I try to create an original
design with a Scandinavian expression but still being graphic and
minimalistic”

MICHAEL REM

NOERGAARD & KECHAYAS

Michael says: “Being a designer means absorbing all of the daily
influences that life offers endlessly, and consciously experiencing
it. All the sounds, colours, forms and events are mixed together in
the subconscious with your personality and emotions, so that all
of this can be combined to form something new: A new idea which is
extracted from the absorbed old and comes back to the surface of
the conscious as images of new products.
This is what I term the new simple.”

Martin Kechayas and Christian Nørgaard are both graduates from
The Danish School of Design. They founded Noergaard-Kechayas
in 2009, working within the fields of industrial, furniture and lighting
design. They aim to design products with a strong visual appeal and
innovative technical solutions.

ARKIS

by Kasper Friis Egelund

Arkis is three marble objects designed to either
function as a bookend or just sculptural pieces
for the home. Inspired from the many arches
of Classicism and Neoclassicism the design is
especially influenced by the beautiful Palazzo della
Civiltà Italiana in Rome. To create further depth in
the design, the golden ratio has been used, which
ap-plies to the gradual down scaling of the three
objects. This scaling creates interesting vistas
through the objects when placed together. The
design is thought to be either three individual
pieces or one joined object.
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Product name 		

ARKIS

Design			

Kasper Friis Egelund 2020

Measurements		
			
			

H17 x W12 x D12 cm
H10,5 x W7,4 x D7,4 cm
H6,5 x W4,6 x D4,6 cm

Colours 			

White Black
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DUUNE

by Carlos Tiscar

Duune table organizer is inspired by the sand
dunes in the landscape behind Valencia. It comes
in black oak and 2 sizes. Either Duune 4 or 8. The
number indicates how many wooden bricks you
have inside the wooden frame to create the space
you need. Use Duune in your office, bathroom, or
bedroom for your jewelries, watches etc. They can
be used individual or together as one setup.
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Product name 		

DUUNE

Design			

Carlos Tiscar 2019

Measurements		
H3,6 x W33 x D33 cm
			
H3,6 x W17,3 x D33 cm
			
Colours 			
Black Ash, Light Ash
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FLEX

by Gejst Design Team

Flex is a multifunctional storage shelf, just the right
size and with all the elements you need for keeping
your bits and pieces tidy in all sorts of settings.
Stylishly functional in the best tradition of Nordic
design, Flex is made with a focus on high quality
materials and combines a magnetic strip, shelf,
mirror, side table, hooks and boxes. Effortlessly
interchangeable, you choose the set up that works
for you.
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Product name 		

FLEX

Design			

Gejst Design Team 2016

Measurements		

Rail: W40 / 60 x D8,4 x H6 cm

Colours 			
			

Oak White Oak Black
Black Oak Black
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FRAME

by Johansen & Faurschou

The FRAME trays are meant to function as a frame
and foundation for the exhibitions we create in our
homes. FRAME tray is made of painted waterproof
mdf plate with hardwood sides. Frame trays are
made of a colored water-resistant mdf plate with
wooden edges. Right now available in oak/ grey
and oak/ blue. Frame trays are available in 3 sizes.
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Product name 		

FRAME

Design			

Johansen & Faurschou 2013

Measurements		
			
			

Small L32.4 x W11.1 x H2.2 cm
Medium L34 x W23.2 x H2.2 cm
Large L50.6 x W35.5 x H2.2 cm

Colours 			

Oak Grey Oak Blue
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GALET

by Böttcher & Kayser

Galet is a set of three different sized ceramic bowls
and a wooden cutting board, designed by German
design duo Böttcher & Kayser. Galet is inspired
by the pebbles that are polished, softened and
rounded by the persistent movement of the ocean
waves. All parts of the set are carried out in organic
shapes, that complement each other both visually
and functionally. The ceramic bowls fit perfectly in
to each other and are also made to fit the edge of
the cutting board. This detail makes it pleasingly
easy to slide the freshly cut herbs or grinded
parmesan in to the bowl.
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Product name 		

GALET

Design 			

Böttcher & Kayser 2017

Measurements		
			
			
			

Cutting board: H3 x W31,8 x L27,2 cm
Small: H2,5 x W7,2 x L11,9 cm
Medium: H2,5 x W8,8 x L24,6 cm
Large: H2,5 x W14,5 x L26,2 cm

Colours 			

Oak Light Grey Dark Grey Sand
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GLIM

by Böttcher & Kayser

GLIM is a wall hanged candle mirror designed by
Böttcher Kayser for Gejst. The mirror amplifies the
light and is a function inspired by old lanterns. GLIM
is a decorative and contemporary candle holder to
fix at the wall. Made of painted steel and mirror
glass, crooked cut from the side so the candle is
free to burn. It captures the Danish atmosphere
of “hygge” perfectly while giving a cozy effect
mirroring the candlelight. Perfect to implement in
a picture wall, to install alone or in a cluster in the
Livingroom, entrance, office or bedroom.
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Product name 		

GLIM

Design			

Böttcher & Kayser 2018

Measurements		
			

Oval: W12 x H28 x D6,5 cm
Round: Ø28 x D6,5 cm

Colours 			

Black
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GRAB

by Gejst Design Team

Beautifully designed and crafted, Grab combines
genuine high quality materials with exceptional
Scandinavian design to create a kitchen roll holder
that takes pride of place on your table or in the
kitchen. Rather than being hidden away, Grab turns
the kitchen roll holder into a design element that
demands to be seen.
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Product name 		

GRAB

Design			

Gejst Design Team 2017

Measurements		
			

Base: Ø15 x H2 cm
Wood: Ø3,5 x H30 cm

Colours 			

Oak Black Oak Smoked Oak
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HOOK

by Noergaard & Kechayas

HOOK hanger is a strong iconic hanger inspired
by the humble umbrella handle. It can be used in
the hallway for coats, bags and umbrellas, in the
kitchen for tea towels and aprons, in the bathroom
for clothes, towels and washcloths or in the
bedroom as a valet.
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Product name 		

HOOK

Design			

Noergaard & Kechayas 2017

Measurements		

D12,8 x W2 x H19 cm

Colours 			
			
			
			

Oak Chrome Oak Brass Oak Black
Black Oak Chrome Black Oak Brass
Black Oak Black Walnut Chrome
Walnut Brass Walnut Black
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KOLLAGE

by Michael Rem

Kollage is inspired by the French cleat system, that
is often to be found in old-fashioned craftsmen
workshops. Michael Rem has given new life
to the classical principle, that is based on one
single element as a recurring motif. Kollage is
characterised by a distinctive hook, which serves as
starting point for all the remaining hanging
objects in the collection: a mirror, a shelf and a
planter. The original organising system has been
rethought, taken out of the dusty garages and
brought in to the design world. Place the hooks,
mirror, shelf and planter how you like and create a
collage of useful and decorative items.
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Product name 		

KOLLAGE

Design			

Michael Rem 2017

Measurements		
			
			
			

Hooks: W3 x D3 x H6,5 cm
Flowerpot: Ø14 x H12 cm
Shelf: W60 x D18 cm
Mirror: Ø50 x D3,7 cm

Colours 			

Black Oak Black
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LEERY

by Kasper Friis Egelund

Leery is a table lamp designed by Kasper Friis
Egelund for Gejst. Pure round shapes (ball and
cylinder) creates this quite minimalistic but still
characteristic lamp. To emphasize the simple
design approach, an honest and almost obvious
“pull-out” of the cord, is made. To balance the lamp
a concrete piece is placed on the back, to keep it
upright. An E27 socket is fitted inside the lamp
shell. The raw industrial look fits perfectly in to
the Gejst universe. The Leery lamp embraces and
protects the light, therefor the name Leery.
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Product name 		

LEERY

Design			

Kasper Friis Egelund 2018

Measurements		

Ø28 x H40 cm Base: Ø14 cm

Colours 			

Black
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MOLEKYL

by Michael Rem

Consisting of a metal pipe, magnetic sphere
and numerous steel balls, Molekyl is a unique
candleholder that plays with materials, magnets,
shapes and individuality all at the same time.
The final design of Molekyl is unfinished, with
the ultimate shape decided by you. As all of the
elements are held together with a magnet that are
powerful enough to interact through non-magnetic
materials, unique objects are created that seem
to challenge the traditional laws of physics. Use
the candleholder as a centerpiece on the table
or on the windowsill. The essence of Molekyl is
individuality and personalised creation.
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Product name 		

MOLEKYL

Design			

Michael Rem 2014

Measurements		
			

Pipe: Ø2 x H3,3 cm,
Steelball: Ø1,5 and Ø0,6 cm

Colours 			

Black Chrome Brass
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MOLEKYL TEALIGHT

by Michael Rem

Consisting of a metal pipe, magnetic sphere
and numerous steel balls, Molekyl is a unique
candleholder that plays with materials, magnets,
shapes and individuality all at the same time.
The final design of Molekyl is unfinished, with
the ultimate shape decided by you. As all of the
elements are held together with a magnet that are
powerful enough to interact through non-magnetic
materials, unique objects are created that seem
to challenge the traditional laws of physics. Use
the candleholder as a centerpiece on the table
or on the windowsill. The essence of Molekyl is
individuality and personalised creation.
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Product name 		

MOLEKYL TEALIGHT

Design			

Michael Rem 2020

Measurements		
			

Pipe: Ø4,3 x H3 cm
Steelball: Ø1,5 and Ø0,6 cm

Colours 			

Black Chrome Brass
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MOMENTT
by Böttcher & Kayser

The Momentt wall clock is inspired by the idea of
overcoming time limits, experiencing it more than
a feeling and displaying it in a poetic way.
Momentt consists of a funnel-shaped, matt steel
housing with a diffused front glass. With Momentt,
time seems to blur with space and the hands
magically disappear into the depth of the center of
the clock. Momentt is therefore not just a technical
display of time, but rather a poetic object that
makes us think about time and yet visualizes the
time in a subtle way.
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Product name 		

MOMENTT

Design			

Böttcher & Kayser 2018

Measurements		

Ø30 x D8,4 cm

Colours 			

White, Black
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NEBL

by Michael Rem

A blanket of fog covers the streets, dewdrops
decorate tips of grass and a massive silence
prevails. The nature seems luxuriant and full of life,
and at the same time it feels like everything has just
stopped. These emotions are captured in Nebl: an
intuitive and innovative planter that salutes unity
and simplicity. Nebl consists of two parts: A ceramic
base in which the plant is placed, and a frosted
glass that is placed on the base. The matte finish
of the glass adds an exclusiveness and tactility to
Nebl, that makes it hard not to get intrigued.
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Product name 		

NEBL

Design			

Michael Rem 2017

Measurements		
			
			
			

Large: Glass Ø27 x H30 cm
Base Ø14 x H17 cm
Mega: Glass Ø42 x H50 cm
Base Ø23 x H23 cm

Colours 			

Black Grey
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NIVO

by Böttcher & Kayser

Nivo is a minimalistic wall shelf designed by
Böttcher & Kayser for Gejst. With no unnecessary
details and only clean lines Nivo hangs lightly and
elegantly on the wall. Every component has been
carefully thought out both in terms of design, form
and function. The shelves are smoothly plugged in
to the wooden poles, that have slits made exactly
to fit. Nivo has the ideal size to serve as a modern
interpreration of the classic shadowbox - an open
showcase for all those small things, that are a part
of us and that we hold dear.
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Product name 		

NIVO

Design			

Böttcher & Kayser 2017

Measurements		
A: H42 x W64 x D16 cm
			
B: H59 x W118 x D16 cm
			
C: H25 x W118 x D16 cm
			D: H42 x W118 x D16 cm
			E: H76 vx W64 x D16 cm
			F: H25 x W64 x D16 cm
			G: H8 x W64 x D16 cm
			H: H25 x W172 x D16 cm
Colours 			

Black Ash Black Light Oak White
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NIVO LARGE
by Böttcher & Kayser

Nivo is a minimalistic wall shelf designed by
Böttcher & Kayser for Gejst. With no unnecessary
details and only clean lines Nivo hangs lightly and
elegantly on the wall. Every component has been
carefully thought out both in terms of design, form
and function. There are no visible screws and the
shelves are smoothly plugged in to the wooden
poles, that have slits made exactly to fit.
Nivo shelf Large has the perfect size to exhibit the
bigger things. The shelf is beautiful in every room of
the home. Nivo shelf large is available in to different
sizes: Nivo large D & Nivo Large E. Both sizes are
available in black and white.
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Product name 		

NIVO Large

Design			

Böttcher & Kayser 2019

Measurements		
			

D: H65 x W118 x D25 cm
E: H118 x W66 x D25 cm

Colours 			

Black Ash Black Light Oak White
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RETELL

by C. F. Moller Architects

Retell is the first product in our new collab with
the famous Danish architect house C.F Møller. It is
a large pin-board made of a powder coated steel
frame and a hard felt surface. Retell is both a cool
pin-board to save good memories, notes etc. on, as
well as it serves as a sound absorbing object for for
example office environments.
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Product name 		

RETELL

Design			

C. F. Møller Architects 2019

Measurements		

Ø80 x D1,6 cm

Colours 			

Black Black Black Grey Brass White

			

Brass Green Brass Black
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SAPOTO

by Kasper Friis Egelund

Sapoto is a beautiful collection of bowls and a
serving tray. The Sapoto bowls are polished to a
mirror shine, giving the raw sand-casting method
a beautiful contrast to the dark marble of the
plinth. The Sapoto series consists of objects that
arouse curiosity. Invite us to touch. To pick them
up. To share. The bowls can be used individually
or in a group, where their interaction heightens
the experience. Sapoto is perfect for serving food,
storing small items and as sculptural objects.
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15 cm

12 cm

15 cm
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Ø 22 cm

Product name 		

SAPOTO

Design			

Kasper Friis Egelund 2020

Measurements		
			
			

Smalll Ø14 x H10 cm
Medium Ø22 x H15 cm
Tray H12 x L25 x B15 cm

Colours 			

Black

Ø 25 cm
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SCEENE

by Michael Rem

Sceene is a modular shelving system, designed
by Michael Rem for Gejst. Module by module the
shelving system can be build up high, extended
to the sides and be customized with side panels,
doors or back panels made in oak or upholstered
with fabric in a selection of four beautiful colours.
The idea behind Sceene is to create a frame to put
the stories we form during our life on display. Our
stories are captured in artifacts and objects full of
sentimental value and with Sceene you can tell
your stories exactly how you want.
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Product name 		

SCEENE

Design			

Michael Rem 2013

Measurements		

Modules: H45 x W93 x D39 cm

Colours 			

Light Oak Black Oak
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SVIP

by C. F. Moller Architects

Svip is a side table designed by C.F. Moller Architects.
Svip’s base consists of two aluminium plates with
asymmetrically placed slits, that easily slide into
each other, so that the plates form a space with a
practical function. In a few seconds, the table can
be assembled into a stable construction. Svip’s
tabletop can be lifted and used as a tray. The steel
tray comes with a light grey mat in specially made
rubber. The mat can be placed on top of the tray,
if a more practical surface, than the black steel, is
desired, and instantly gives the table a new look.
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Product name 		

SVIP

Design			

C. F. Møller Architects 2019

Measurements		

Ø60 cm x H42 cm

Colours 			

Black
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UNDERGROUND

by Gejst Design Team

The Underground Coat Rack is inspired by a map
of the London Underground train system. The
complex network of tunnels and stations create a
beautiful 3-dimensional sculpture. The coat rack is
thus not only practical it is also a regular work of
art. The Undeground coat rack is available in black
and white with oak knobs and in black with black
stained oak knobs.
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Product name 		

UNDERGROUND

Design			

Gejst Design Team 2018

Measurements		

W59 x H33 x D15 cm

Colours 			
			

Oak White Oak Black
Black Oak Black
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COLLECT IO N

O V ERV IEW

ARKIS

White

Black

Black Oak Black

Black

White

Black

White

Black

White

Black

White

Black

White

DUUNE

Black Oak

Black Oak

Light Ash

Black

White

Light Ash

FLEX

Black Oak Black

FRAME

Black

White

Black

White

Oak Grey

Oak Blue

Black

White

Black Oak

Oak

Oak Grey

Oak Blue

Oak Grey

Oak Blue

Dark Grey

Sand

GALET

Mirror Glass

Oak

Light Grey

GLIM

Black

Black

Black Oak Chrome

GRAB

Black Oak

Smoked Oak

Oak

Oak Chrome

Oak Black

Walnut Black

HOOK

Oak Brass

Black Oak Brass

Black Oak Black

Walnut Brass

Walnut Chrome

KOLLAGE

Black Oak

Black Oak Black

LEERY

Black Oak Black

Black

Brass

Chrome

Black

Black

Brass

Chrome

MOMENTT

Black

White

MOLEKYL

Black

Black Oak Black

MOLEKYL TEALIGHT

Brass

Chrome

Black

Brass

Chrome

NEBL

Black

Grey

Black

Grey

Black Ash Black

Light Oak White

Black Ash Black

Light Oak White

Light Oak White

Black Ash Black

Light Oak White

Black Ash Black

Light Oak White

Black Ash Black

Light Oak White

Light Oak White

Black Ash Black

Light Oak White

NIVO

Black Ash Black

NIVO LARGE

Black Ash Black

Light Oak White

Black Ash Black

Light Oak White

Black Ash Black

RETELL

Black

SCEENE

Light Grey

White Brass

Green Brass

Black Oak

Light Oak

Black Oak

Light Oak

Black Oak

Light Oak

Black Oak

Light Oak

Black Oak

Light Oak

Black Oak

Light Oak

Black

SAPOTO

Black marble,
aluminum

Black marble,
aluminum

Black marble,
aluminum

Black Oak

Light Oak

Black Oak

Light Oak

Black Oak

Light Oak

Black Oak

SVIP

Black Oak

Light Oak

Black Oak

Light Oak

Black

UNDERGROUND

Black Oak

Light Oak

Black Oak

Light Oak

Black Oak Black

Oak Black

Oak White

Light Oak
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